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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is twofold: First we show in which way the initial
solution of a domain equation far cpo's solved by the methods of [19] and the
unique solution of a corresponding domain equation for metric spaces solved by the
methods of [5, 14, 16] are related. Second we present a technique to lift a given
domain equation for CpO'Sto a corresponding domain equation for metric spaces.
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The frameworks of cpo's and complete metric spaces have proved to be very useful for
giving denotation al semantics to concurrent programming languages. In various applica-
tions, e.g. [1, 3, 4, 8, 18]' one has to solve recursive domain equations in order to obtain
a suitable semantic domain. First [19]presented general techniques to solve recursive do-
main equations in a partial order setting, later [5, 10, 14, 16] considered ametrie setting.
[17] considered equations in a category of generalized ultrametric spaces, which summa-
rizes in a sense previous work, as cpo's and ultrametric spaces are instances of generalized
ultrametric spaces. In the same sense [20] includes previous work.
vVe are here interested in the following question: what is the effect of the choice of a
mathematical discipline (i.e. cpo or metric) on the semantic domain obtained. Consider,
e.g. the simple equation
x ~ {..L} U A x X
(where A is a fixed set) which could arise in the construction of the semantics for a simple
deterministic language with atomic actions a E A. Introducing metric or partial order
is a mathematical tool which helps solving such an equation. vYe consider equations
that can be handled both in a metricand cpo setting and ask how the solutions are
related. For this we introduce the notions of weak compatibility and of compatibility.
The (initial) cpo solution and the (unique) metric solution of an equation are weakly
compatible if the underlying sets coincide. Compatibility is motivated by semantic needs:
the meaning of a recursive program is obtained as the least upper bound of a monotone
approximation sequence in the partial order setting and is the limit of a Cauchy sequence
in the metric setting. Hence two weakly compatible solutions are called compatible if for
every monotone Cauchy sequence sequence (xn): U Xn = limxn. By this condition "ve
guarantee that infinite behaviour of processes is treated alike in both approaches.
Some constructs of programming languages, e.g. concatenation of commands (;) are diffi-
cult to model in the partial order setting as they fail to exhibit the necessary monotonicity
property. Other constructs, e.g. unguarded recursion, cause problems when metric is used
as contractiveness cannot be guaranteed. Let us assume that we have an equation in the
category of cpo's and that one language construct fails to have a monotone semantic de-
scription in the (initial) solution D. Then one might switch from order to metric. \Ye
investigate how this can be achieved.
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The paper is organized as fo11ows: Section 2 summarizes and uni fies the various known
results concerning the solutions of domain equations using metric resp. order. In section
3 we establish conditions on domain equations that ensure the (weak) compatibility of
solutions. The passage from order to metric is stated in section 4. Examples satisfying the
conditions of sectiorl 3 and 4 are given in section 5. Section 6 discusses further research
and open problems. The appendix contains the formal definition of the functors used in
sectior15.
2 Solving domain equations in the partial order and
metric approach
In this section we summarize and unify the results of [19] resp. [5, 14, 16] concerning the
solutions of domain equations with partial order resp. metric.
2.1 Initial cones and initial fixed points
vVe reca11 the definitions and results of [19] concerning the connection between initial
cones and initial fixed points of endofunctors in arbitrary categories.
Let Cat be a category. A tower in Cat is a sequence (O,t, en)n~O consisting of objects
0" of Cat and morphisms en : On -+ 0,,+1 in Cat. A cone of a tower (On, en) is a
pair (0, (hn)'t~o) (shortly (0, hn)) consisting of an object 0 of Cat and a family (hn) of
morphisms hn : 0 n -+ 0 in Cat such that hn+1 0 en = h" for a11n ;:::O. An initial cone
of a tower (0", er!) is a cone (0, hn) of (On, e,,) such that for each cone (U, I,,) of (0", en)
there exists a unique morphism I : 0 -+ U with lohn = I" for a11n ;:::O.
Let :F : Cat -+ Cat be a functor. A fixed point of :F is a pair (0, I) consisting of an
object 0 in Cat and an isomorphism I : 0. -+ :F(O). In this case (0, f) is called an
initial fixed point of :F iff for a11fixed points (U, g) of :F there exists a unique morphism
G : 0 -+ U in Cat such that
:F (G) 0 I = 9 0 G.
(0, f) is called the unique fixed point of :F iff (0, f) is an initial fixed point of :F such
that for each fixed point of (U, g) of :F the unique morphism G : 0 -+ U in Cat with
:F(G) 0 I = 9 0 G is an isomorphism.
Lemma 2.1 Let Cat be a eategory, :F: Cat -+ Cat a lunetor' and 00 an initial objeet in
Cat. Let (On, en) be given by:
On+1 = :F(On), en+l = :F(en)
where eo : 00 -+ :F((0) 'lS the 'Imique arrow 'in Cat. Then we have:
(a) I/ (U, I,,) is a eone 0/ (0", en) then also (:F(U), /~) is a eone 0/ (o.n, en) where
f~ : 00 -+ :F(U) is the unique arrow 00 -+ :F(U) in Cat and f~+1 = :FU,t). If 'in
addition (U, f,,) 'tS an 'initial eone then there exists a uniq'/J,emorphisrn 9 :U -+ :F(U)
with gof" = :F(1n-l) /oralln;:::1.
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(fJ) I/ (U, g) 'is a fixed point 0/ F then (U, In) is a cone 0/ (On, en) where /0: 00 -+ U
denotes the unique arrow 00 -+ U in Gat and /n+[ = g-l 0 FUn)'
(c) I/ (U,j,,) 'lSan 'initial cone o/(On, e,,) such that the 1.miquearrow 9 :U -+ F(U) with
!i 0/" = FUn-l) is an isomorphism then (U, g) is an initial fixed point 0/ F. In
th-lScase /or each fixed pO'lnt (U', g') 0/F we have: The unique morphism G :U -+ U'
with g' 0 G = F( G) 0 9 is the unique morphism U -+ U' with Go /n = !in where
(U',grL) is the cone which is defined as in (b), i.e. gn+1 = g'-1 0 F(g,,).
In the proof of Theorem 5 we often use the following simple fact:
Lemma 2.2 Let Gat1 and Gat2 be categories and'I : Gat1 -+ Ga~, Fl : Gat1 -+ Gat1,
F2 : Gat2 -+ Gat2 be /unctors such that F2 o'I = 'Io F1. Let (0, e) be a fixed point 0/
Fl. Then ('I(O),'I(e)) is a fixed point 0/ F2.
2.2 Categories of sets
By a pointed set we mean a pair (X,~) consisting of a set X and an element ~ E X. ~ is
called the basis point of (X, ~). In the following we wri te X instead of (X,~). The basis
point of X is denoted by ~x. A basis point preserving function X -+ Y is a function
1 :X -+ Y with I((.d = ~y. An embedding projection pair X -+ Y is a pair< e, e >
consisting of functions e : X -+ Y and c : Y -+ X such that co e = idx.
Notation 2.3 SET denotes eategorlJ 01 sets and lunctions, SET" the category 01 pointed
sets and basis point preserving lunetions. SETE resp. SET"E denote the category 01 sets
resp. pointed sets where the morphisms are embedding projection pairs resp. basis point
p'reserving embedding projection pairs.
In section 4 we need the following properties of endofunctors in SET":
Lemma 2.4 Let K : SET" -+ SET" be a lunctor and 1:A -+ B, 9 : A -+ C morphisms
in SET". Then:
(a) 11 I is injective resp. surjective resp. bijective then KU) is injeetive resp. suryective
resp. bijeetive.
(b) 11 KemU) = Kem(g) then Kem( KU)) = Kern( K(g) ).
Here for each function I: A -+ B: KemU) = {(~,~')E A x A: 1(0 = I(~')}.
2.3 Initial solutions of domain equations for cpo's
\Ve recall some basic notions of domain theory and fixed point theorems for endofunctors
in order enriched categories. For further details see e.g. [2, 12, 13, 19].
A. cpo (complete partial order) is a partially ordered set with a bottom element 1.. where
each monotone sequence (xn) has aleast upper bound (which we denote by U ;r'n)' If D,
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D' are cpo's and I : D -+ D' is a function then I is called continuolls iff I is monotone
and I (U Xn) = U I(xn) for each monotone sequence (xn) in D. I is ealled strict iff
1(.1..0) = .1..01. Let D, D' be cpo's. An embedding projection pair D -+ D' is a pair
< e, p > of continuolls functions e : D -+ D' and p : D' -+ D such that e 0 p ~ idol and
poe = idD•
Notation 2.5 CPO denotes the category 01 cpo 's and continuous lunctions.
Let D be a s'lJ.bcategory 01 CPO. Then D.l denotes the category whose objects are the
objects ofD and whose morphisms are strict D-morphisms, DE the category whose objects
are the objects of D and whose morphisms are embedding projections pairs in D.
The forgetful functors D.l -+ SET, D.l -+ SET*, DE -+ SETE resp. DE -+ SET*E are
denoted by Icpo' Here the basis point of a cpo is its bottom element.
As shown in [19]: Each tower in CPOE has an initial cone.
Notation 2.6 In the following D denotes a subcategory of CPO such that:
(i) The single element cpo {.1..} is an D-object.
(ii) For each tower (D", tn)n>O in DE the initial cone in CPOE is the initial cone in
DE, -
(iii) If D, D' are D-objects and f : D -+ D' is continuous then I is a D-morphism.
By (i) and (iii) {...L} istheinitialobjectinD. E.g. D = CPOorD = SFP(thecategoryof
SF P domains and continuous functions [15]) satisfy (i) - (iii). The categories D, D.l and
DE are order enriched where the partial orders on the morphisms are defined as follows:
If fi : D -+ D' are D-morphisms, i = 1,2, then:
!l c: f2 : {::::::> V x E D : !l (x) C f2(x).
If< ei,ei >: D -+ D', i = 1,2, are DE-morphisms then:
< eI, Cl > C < e2, C2 > : {::::::> (eI c: e2) A (Cl ~ C2)
A funetor Q : D.l -+ D.l resp. 9 : DE -+ DE is ealled locally continuous if for all D-
objeets D, D' the function 1\!Ior(D,D') -+ 1\;Ior(9(D),9(D')), f I---T Q(f), is continuous.
Here l\;Ior(D, D') means the set of morphisms D -+ D' in D.l resp. D E •
Lemma 2.7 Each locally continuous functor 9 : DE -+ DE or 9 : D.l -+ D.l has an
initial fixed point.
The construction of the initial fixed point is as follows [19]: Let 9 : DE -+ nE be a
locally continuous functor and let (D", tn) be given by: Do = {..l}, D,,+l = 9(Dn).
Let to be the unique arrow Do -+ D1 in nE and tn+l = 9(I_n). Then the initial cone of
(D", tn) is the initial fixed point of 9. More precisely: If (D, An) is the initial cone of
(D", t,,) and A : D -+ 9(D) is the unique arrow in DE with A 0 An+l = Q(An) then A is
an isomorphism in DE and (D, A) is the initial fixed point of 9.
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Notation 2.8 11Q : D.l -t D.l is a lunetor then QE : DE -t DE is g'l7Jen by:
QE(D) = Q(D), QE« e,e » = < Q(e), Q(c) >
If Q : D.l -t D.l is 10ea11ycontinuous then so is QE and (D, 11.) is the initial fixed point of
Q where (D,< h,h-l » is the initialfixed point ofQE.
2.4 Unique solutions of domain equations for complete metric
spaces
vVe reca11 the definitions and results of [5, 14, 16]. vVealways require that the underlying
metric d"'-f of a metric space lvI satisfies dM ~ 1.
Notation 2.9 CMS0 denotes the eategoT"lJ01 (empty or nonempty) eomplete metrie spaees
and non-distanee-inereasing junetions, CMS the subeategory 01 nonempty eomplete metrie
spaees and CUNI the subeategory 01 nonempty eomplete ultrametrie spaces.
Notation 2.10 Let M be a subeategory 01 CMS0. Then M* means the eategoT"lJwhose ob-
jeets are pointedM-objects and whose morphisms are basis point preseroing M-morphisms.
Me resp. M: means the subeategory 01M resp. M* where the morphisms are restrieted
to embeddings (i.e. distanee preseroing lunetions). The objeets 01 Me resp. M: are the
objeets in M resp. M*. ME resp. M",E denotes the eategoT"lJwhose objeets are M-objects
resp. M'" -objects and whose morphisms are embedding projection pairs in M resp. M*.
The lorgetlul lunctors M -t SET, M* -t SET"', ME -t SETE resp. M",E -t SET",E are
denoted by Icms'
Here an embedding projection pair NI -t J.vl' in M resp. M* is a pair< e, c > consisting of
M-morphisms resp. M"'-morphisms e : NI -t lvI' and c : NI' -t NI such that co e = id,v['
By a pointed metric space we mean a pointed set which is endowed with a metric. (/)is the
initial object of C1VIS0, the single element space the initial object of CMS'" resp. CivIS*E.
ClvfS and CivISE do not have initial objects.
Let 1\II, N be metric spaces, A ~ N, TJ E N, < e, e >: ivI -t lV an embedding projection
pair. Then we put:
<5N(TJ,A) inf { dN(T}, () (EA}
<5(A, N) sup 6j\;-(TJ,A) - sup { inf dN(TJ, () TJEN}
T/EN (EA
ßN(e, e) - sup { dN(e(e(TJ)),TJ) TJEN}.
Here dN denotes the underlying metric on N. If t : i.V! -t N is a morphism in CMSE,
t = < e,e >, then we put:
ß(i) = ßN(e, e)
A tower (Aln, tn) in ME is ca11ed con'Uerging iff for a11c > 0 there exists no ~ 0 such that
ß( in 0 in+l 0 ... 0 im) :::; C
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for all n > m ~ no or equivalently Hf lim~([,n) = o.
As shown in [5]: Each converging tower in CMSE resp. in CMS*E has an initial cone. [14]
gives a construction of an initial eone for towers (.!Vln, en) in Cl'vIS0 where en : A1n -7 A1n+l
are embeddings. It is easy to see that for M to be one of the categories C1\!IS, CMS*,
CU1\11or CU1\!I* and each tower (1.\IIn, en) in M where en : Mn -7 A1n+1are embeddings the
initial eone in Cl\1IS0 is at the same time the initial eone in M and in Me. The connection
between the initial cones in CMSE and CMS is the following:
Lemma 2.11 Let (..Mn, [,n) be a converging tower in Cl'vISE, [,n = < en, Cn >, and let
(A1, .An) be the initial cone 0/ (Mn, [,n) in CMSE where.An = < hn, bn >. Then (J.\II, hn)
is the initial cone 0/ the tower (1.\IIn, en) in CMS.
Let M be a subcategory of CMS0. A functor 1-£: M -7 M or 1-£: M* -7 M* is called
contracting iff 1-£preserves embeddings and there exists areal number C with 0 ~ C < 1
such that
8 ( 1-£(e) (1-£(1.\11)),1-£(N)) ~ C. 8(e(AI), N)
for each embedding e : lvI -7 N in M. 1-£is called cut-contraeting iff 1-£preserves embed-
dings and there exists areal number C with 0 ~ C < 1 such that for each embedding
projeetion pair< e, C > in M:
1-£is ealled lomliy contracting iff there exists areal number C with 0 ~ C < 1 such that
for all morphisms fj : 1\11-t N in M. I.e. the function Mor(NI, N) -t Mor(1-£(Al) , 1-£(N)),
f t---+ 1-£(1), is eontracting with contracting constant C. Here !.vlor(J.V1,N) means the set
of morphisms AI -t N in M resp. M'" and
for all /1, 12 E Ylor(i.\II, N).
Let 1-£: ME -t ME be a functor. 1-£is ealled e/p-contracting iff there exists a eonstant C
with 0 ::; C < 1 such that
~(1-£([,)) ::; C. ~([,)
for all morphisms [, : NI -t N in ME. Note that [5] uses the notion 'contracting' instead
of our notion 'e/p-contracting'. vVe decided to use the prefix 'e/p' (which stands for
'embedding/projection') to prevent a confusion with the notion 'contracting' of [14] which
we use for endofunctors of CMS0. 1-£is called hom-contracting iff for all objects 1\11,N
in M the function Nlor(1.\II, N) -t Mor(1-£(J.V1),1-£(N)), [, t---+ 1-£([,),is contracting. Here
Mor(AI, N) means the set of morphisms J.V1-t N in ME.
Lemma 2.12 Each e/p-contmcting functor 1-£: CMSE -7 CMSE has a fixed point. If in
add'ltion 1-£'lS hom-contmcting then 1-£has a un'lque fixed point.
Each e/p-contracting functor 1-£ : CMS* E -7 Cl\1IS'"E has a 'un'lq'uefixed point.
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In both cases the fixed point of 1-1. can be constructed as fo11ows[5]: Let J\IIo bc a IIlctric
space consisting of a single element and let lO be a rnorphism !vIo -+ 1-1.(Al' 0) in Cl\lISE and
lvI'I+l = 1-I.(1'vf'1)' ln+l = 1-I.(ln)' Then the tower (kIn, "n) is converging and has an initial
cone (A1, An)' (1\1/, A) is a fixed point of 1-1.where A is the unique morphisrn J'vf -+ 1-1.(1\1)
in CMSE with A 0 An = 1-I.(An-d.
Notation 2.13 Let M be a subeategory of Cl\!IS0 and 1-1.: M -+ M a funetor. Then
1-I.E : ME -+ ME is given by:
(lvI, h) is a fixed point of 1-1.if and only if (AI, < h, h - L » is a fixed point of 1-1.E. If H
preserves embeddings then 1-1.is cut-contracting if and only if 1-I.E is e/p-contracting.
Lemma 2.14 IfH: C1\IIS -+ CMS is loeally eontraeting then 1-1.has a unique fixed point.
The fixed point of a 10ca11ycontracting functor 1-1. can be constructed as fo11ows [16]: The
induced functor HE is e/p-contracting and horn-contracting. If (1\1, A) is the unique fixed
point of 1-I.E then A = < h, h-1 > far some isometry h : ki -+ 1-I.(lvI). (1\1,h) is the
unique fixed point of H.
Lemma 2.15 Let 1-1.: CMS0 -+ CMS0 be a funetor with 1-1.(0) =!= 0. If1-l. is eut-eontmeting
or eontraeting then 1-1.has a unique fixed point.
The fixed point 0\;1, e) of 1-1. can be constructed as fo11ows [14]: Let A10 = 0 and eo
the unique arrow klo -+ 1-1.(1\110)in CMS0 and J.vIn+1 = 1-I.O'v1n), en+l = 1-I.(en). Then
(iVIn, en) is a tower in CMS0 such that en : lvln -+ AIn+1 are embeddings. If (AI, hn) is
the initial cone of (iVIn, en) in CMS0 then the unique morphism e : lvI -+ 1-I.(J/I) with
1-1.(hn) = e 0 hn+l is an isometry and (lvI, e) the unique fixed point of 1-1..
It is easy to see that this result of [14] carries over to the pointed case. Here we have to
deal with the tower (Hn(klo),1C(eo)) where klo = {xo} is the initial object in CMS* and
eo the unique arrow J.VIo-+ ll(J.\1o) in CMS*. vVeobtain:
Lemma 2.16 Eaeh cut-contracting or contraeting funetor 1£ CMS* -+ Cl\!IS* has a
unique fixed point.
The connection between the fixed point theorems of [5] and [14] is as fo11ows: If F is a
cut-contracting endofunctor of Cl\!IS0 with F(0) =!= 0 then F(kI) =!= 0 for a11complete
metric spaces iVI. Hence F can be restricted to an endofunctor H of Cl\!IS. The induced
functor 1-I.E is e/p-contracting. The result of [5] (Lemma 2.12) ensures the existence (but
not the uniqueness) of cut-contracting endofunctors of CMS0. Vice versa the result of [14]
(Lemma 2.15) ensures the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point of e/p-contracting
endofunctors of CMSE which are induced by a cut-contracting endofunctor F of CMS0
with F(0) =!= 0.
Notation 2.11 In the /ollo'W'ing M denotes a subeategory 0/ CMS such that:
(i) Each metric space which consists 0/ a single element is an object in M.
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(i,t) For each towcr (Mn, en) in M where Cn : iVIn -+ IVln+L are embeddings thc initial
<:onc'in C1VI~ 'is the 'tn'ttial cone in M.
(i'i'i) Whene1Jcr iVI, 1\11' are objeets ofM and f : iVI -+ lvI' is non-distance-'increas'ing then
f 'is (J, M-rrunph'ism.
E.g. M = CiVIS 01' M = CUM are categories that satisfy (i) - (iii). It is easy to see
that the results of [5, 14, 16] remain true when one deals with endofunctors of M. The
proof of [14] for the existence and uniqueness of a fixed point of a contracting functor
1£ : CMS0 -+ C1\!IS0 carries over to each contracting endofunctor of M:. Here one has to
deal with the tower (1£n(lvlo), 1£n(eo)) where 1\;/0 = {xo} is the initial object in M:. vVe
summarize:
Lemma 2.18
(a) Each e/p-contracting functor 1£ : ME -+ ME has a fixed point. If in addition 1£ is
hom-contracting then 1£ has a unique fixed point.
(b) Each e/p-contracting funetor 1£ : M*E -+ M*E has a unique fixed point.
(c) Each cut-contracting funetor 1£ : M -+ M has a fixed point.
(d) Each contraeting or cut-contracting functor 1£: M* -+ M* has a 'unürue fixed point.
(e) Each contract'ing functor 1£:M: -+ M: has a unique fixed pO'tnt.
(J) Each locally contracting functor 1£ : M -+ M or 1£ : M* -+ M'" has a unique fixed
point.
Notation 2.19 Let 1£ be a functor which satisfies one of the cond'itions (a) - (J) in
Lemma 2.18. The fixed point of 1£ which is constructed as the 'initial cone of the tower
(1£n(klo),1£n(Lo)) is called the canonical fixed point of 1£ where klo consists of a
single element and LOis an arrow klo -+ 1£(1\.10) in the lmderlying category.
In [16] it is shown that the initial resp. unique fixed point of a locally continuous resp.
locally contracting functor CPO.L -+ CPO.L resp. CMS -+ Cl\!IS is also an initial algebra
and a final coalgebra. In this paper we do not make use of this result.
3 (Weakly) compatible domain equations
In this seetion we show the relation between the initial solution of a domain equation
for cpo's and the canonical solution of a corresponding domain equation for complete
metric spaces (Theorem 1-4). In order to compare the solutions of a domain equation for
cpo's and a domain equation for complete metric spaces we have to find a criterion which
relates a cpo and a complete metric space. Second we have to say what we mean by 'corre-
sponding' domain equations. In section 3.1 we introduce the notion of weakly compatible
domains which means that the underlying sets are the same. \Veak compatible domain
equations are those which arise by lifting a domain equation for sets to ametrie resp.
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cpo equation. In section 3.2 we define compatible domains as weakly compatible domains
which induce equivalent notions of approximability. Compatible domain equations are
those which are given by functors that preserve compatibility.
In what follows D resp. Mare subcategories of CPO or Cl\!IS that satisfy the conditions
(i) - (iii) of section 2.3 resp. section 2.4.
3.1 Weakly compatible domain equations
vVeshow that the canonical solutions D, 1\Jf of domain equations for cpo's resp. complete
metric spaces that arise by lifting a domain equation for sets have the same underlying
set. This ensures that when D and 1\Jf are used as semantic domain for denotational
semantics (where the same semantic operators on the underlying set are used and display
the necessary continuity and contractiveness properties) then the cpo and metric semantics
coincide.
Definition 3.1 Let D be a cpo and let 1\Jf be a (pointed) complete metric space. Then D
and Mare called weakly compatible iff the underlying (pointed) sets are the same, i.e.
Icpo(D) = IcmsO\lI).
Definition 3.2 Let 9 :D 1.. --t D1.. and 1-l : M --t M be functors. Then 9 and 1-l are
called weakly compatible iff there exists a functor IC : SET --t SET such that
IC 0 Icpo = Icpo 0 9 and IC 0 Icms = Icms 0 1-l.
I. e. the following diagram commutes:
D1.. 9 t> D1..
I
Icpo
\
Icpo
v V
SET l> SET
Icms 1 1 Icms
M ~ M
Similary we define weak compatibility for functors 9 : nE --t DE and 1-l : ME --t ME
resp. 9 : DE --t DE and 1-l : M",E --t M"E resp. 9 : D1.. --t D1.. and 1-l : M" --t M".
vVenow show that weakly compatible domain equations have weakly compatible solutions.
Theorem 1
Let 9 : DE --t DE be locally contim.Lous and 1-l : ME --t ME (resp. 1-l : M"E --t M"E)
e/p-contracting such that 9 and 1-l are weakly compatible. Then the initial fixed point of
9 and the cano'TI:ical(resp. uniq7.Le)fixed point of 1-l are weakly compatible.
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Proof: We only eonsider the ease that 1-l is an endofunctor of ME. The argumentation
for 1-l to be an endofunetor of M- E is similar.
\Ve have to show that there exists a set A, a partial order C on A and ametrie d on A
such tImt (1\1[, !'l:) is the canonieal fixed point of 1-l where IvI = (A, rl) and (D, A) is the
initial fixed point of (}where D = (A, ~). Let}C : SETE -7 SETE be a functor sueh that
}C 0 Lcpo = Lcpo 0 (} and }C 0 Lcms = Lcms 0 1-l.
Let Ao = 1\10 = Do = {1..} the set resp. eomplete metrie spaee resp. epo eonsisting of a
single element and let to the unique arrow Do -7 (}(Do) in DE. to ean also be eonsidered
as an arrow J.\;[o-7 1-lO'vIo) in ME and as an arrow Ao -7 }c(Ao) in SETE. \Ve define:
Then Lcms(J.\;[n) = Lcpo(Dn) = An, tn+l = 1-l(tn), tn+l = (}(tn). Let tn = < en, Cn >
and let
A = {(~n)n~O E rrn~O An : Cn(~n+l) = ~n }.
By the results of [19] and [5]: A is the underlying set of the initial fixed point of (} and of
the eanonieal fixed point of 1-l. 0
Theorem 2
Let 0 : D 1.. -7 D 1.. be locally continuous and 1-l : M -7 M (resp. 1-£ : M* -7 M*)
cut-contracting or locally contracting such that 0 and 1-l are weakly cornpatible. Then
the initial fixerl po'int 0/ (} and the canonical (resp. unique) fixed pO'int 0/1-l are weakly
compatible.
Proof: \Ve only eonsider the ease that 1-l is an endofunctor of M.
Let }C : SET -7 SET with }C 0 Lcpo = Lcpo O}C and }C 0 Lcms = Lcms 0 H. It is dear
that
is welldefined and }C E 0 Lcpo = Lcpo 0 0 E, }C E 0 Lcms = Lcms 0 1-£E. Hence 0 E and 1-£E
areweakly compatible. Since OE is locally eontinuous and since HE is e/p-contracting
the functors OE and HE satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. The initial fixed point D of
o is the initial fixed point of OE and the canonical fixed point NI of H is the canonieal
fixed point of 1-£E. By Theorem 1 the underlying sets of D and lvf are the same. 0
3.2 Compatible domain equations
In order to ensure that the partial order and the metric on weakly compatible domains
induce 'compatible' notions of approximability we define compatible domains as weakly
compatible domains where limits and least upper bounds of monotone Cauchy sequences
coincide.
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Definition 3.3 Let D be a epo and Af a (pointed) eomplete metne spaee. Then D and
lV/ are ealled compatible iff the urulerlying (pointed) sets are the same and tor each
monotone Cauchy fwquenee (~n):
lim ~n
n-+oo U ~n'n2:0
The notion 'compatible' can be lifted to domain equations (or equivalenty to functors):
Definition 3.4 Let 1-£be an endofunetor M and Q an endo/unetor 0/ Dol' 1-£and Q are
called compatible 'iff the following conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied:
(i) I/ j\;1 is a M-objeet, D a D-object such that j\1 and D are eompatible then 1-£(J.\1)
and Q(D) are compatible.
(ii) If h : 1.\1 -t 1\1' is a M-morphism, 9 : D -t D' a Dol -morphism such that 1.\1, D and
1\1', D' are compatible and Lems(h) = Lepo(g) then Lems(1-£(h)) = Lepo(Q(g)).
SimilaT"7Jwe define compatibility for functors Q : DE -t DE and 1-£: ME -t ME resp.
Q :D E -t D E and 1-£: M* E -t M* E resp. Q :Dol -t Dol and 1-£: M* -t M* .
Remark 3.5 Let Q : Dol -t Dol and 1-£: M -t M (resp. 1-£: M* -t M*) be functors
such that Q and 1-£are compatible. Then QE and 1-£Eare compatible.
The following lemma shows that compatible domain equations are weakly compatible.
Lemma 3.6 Assume that M eontains all nonempty diserete metric spaces as objects.
Then: If 1-£ : M -t M and Q : Dol -t Dol are compatible then there exists a 'lJ:nique
/unctor K- : SET -t SET such that
K- 0 Lems = Lems0 1-£ and K- 0 Lepo Lepo 0 Q.
In particular 1-£ and Q are weakly compatible.
Similar results can be established for compatible endofunctors Dol -t Dol, M* -t M* resp.
DE -t DE, ME -t ME resp. DE -t DE, M*E -t M*E.
Proof: If A is a set then we put: AIA = (A, d) where d denotes the discret metric on A.
By assumption J.\1A is a M-object. Then Lems(l\1A) = .A.. If / : A -+ B is a morphism in
SET then / can be considered as a morphism NIA -t NIB in M (because of assumption
(iii) about M). Then / is the unique morphism lVIA -t j\lIB in M with Lems(f) = /.
Uniqueness: If K- is such a functor then for all objects A in SET:
and for all morphisms / : A -+ B in SET:
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Existence: If Ais an object in SET then we define K:(A) = ICmN (1£(1\1;\)). If / : A ~ B
is a rnorphisrn in SET then / : is a M-rnorphisrn lVI;\ ~ 1Vfß• We define:
K:(J) = Icrns(1£(J)).
It is dcar that K: : SET ~ SET is a welldefined functor with K: 0 Icrns = Icrns 0 1£. We
show that K: 0 Icpo = Icpo 0 g. If D is a D-object and A = Icpo(D) then D and 1\1A are
cornpatible. Since 9 and 1£ are cornpatible:
Let 9 : D ~ Cbe a rnorphisrn in D.1' Let A = Icpo (D) and B = Icpo (C). 9 can be
considered as a rnorphisrn / : A ~ B is a rnorphisrn in SET and also as a rnorphism h :
1'vIA ~ NIß in M. I.e. Icms(h) = / = Icpo(g). Since 1\1A, D and 1\18, C are cornpatible
(this is because Cauchy sequences in discret metric spaces are eventually constant) we
get:
"vVeconclude: K: 0 Icpo = Icpo 0 g. 0
Next we shO\v that cornpatible domain equations have cornpatible solutions. lVloreover we
show that the isomorphisms NI -+ 1£(1\1) and D -+ 9(D) are the same.
Theorem 3
Let 9 : DE -+ DE be locally continuous and 1£ : ME ~ ME (resp. 1£ : M*E ~ M*E)
e/p-contracting such that 9 and 1£ are compatible. Then the initial fixed point 0/ 9 and
the canonical (resp. unique) fixed point 0/1£ are compatible.
NIoTe precisely: I/ (D, /\) is the initial fixed point 0/ g, (1'11, x:) the canon'ical fixed point 0/
1£ then D and AI aTe compatible and Icpo(A) = Icms(X:)'
Before we give the proof of Theorem 3 we present the following corollary:
Theorem 4
Let 9 : D.1 -+ D.1 be locally continuous and H : M -+ M (resp. H : M* -+ M*) cut-
contracting 01' locally contracting. I/ Hand gare compatible then the init'ial fixed point
0/ 9 and the canonical (resp. unique) fixed point 0/ H are compatible.
More precisely: I/ (D, h) is the initial fixed point 0/ g, (1'vI, k) the canonical fixed point 0/
H then D and AI are compatible and Icpo(h) = Icms(k).
Proof: Let 9 : D.1 -+ D.1 be locally continuous and H : M -+ M or H :M* -+ M* cut-
contracting or locally contracting such that 9 and H are compatible. Then the induced
functors gE and HE satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, i.e. gE is locally continuous
and HE is e/p-contracting and gE, HE are compatible. By Theorem 3 ,ve get: If (D, A)
is the initial fixed point of 9 and (1'v1, x:) the canonical fixed point of H then D and "'vI are
cornpatible and Icpo(A) = Icms(X:)' Let A = < h, h-l >, x: = < k, k-l >. Then (D, h) is
the initial fixed point of g, (NI, k) the canonical fixed point of Hand Icpo(h) = Icrns(k).
o
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Now we give the proof of Theorem 3. We only consider the case that 1-£is an endofunctor
ofME. If1-£ is an endofunctor of M*E the argumentation is similar. The proof ofTheorem
3 can be sketched as folIows:
Step 1: If (D", in) is a tower in CPOE and (l'vfn, /-Ln) a converging tower in DE resp. ME
s11ch that D", J.\t1'Lare compatible and l'epo(in) = l'ems(/-Ln) for a11n ~ 0 then the initial
cones (D, A'L) and (lvI, ~n) are compatible and l'epo(An) = l'ems(~n) for a11n ~ o.
Step 2: Let g, 1-£be as in Theorem 3 and
Let iO be the unique arrow Do -r D1 in DE and let /-Lo be the unique arrow J'vfo -r J.W1 in
ME which satisfies l'epo(iO) = l'ems(/-LO). Let in+l = g(in), /-Ln+l = 1-£(/-Ln)' Then the towers
(Dn, in) and (J.Wn, J.ln) satisfy the conditions of Step 1. Hence the initialjcanonical fixed
points of 9 and 1-£which are the initial cones of (Dn,in) resp. (lWn,J.ln) are compatible.
In order to show that the initial cones of 'compatible' towers in DE and ME are compatible
(Step 1) we use a new category of 'complete metric partial orders' (i.e. sets which are
endowed with a partial order and a compatible metric). We show that 9 and 1-£induce
an endofunctor :F of the category of complete partial orders. :F has an initial fixed point.
This is the initial fixed point of 9 and the canonical fixed point of 1-£.
Definition 3.7 A cmpo (complete metric partial order) is a tripel (A,~, d) cons'isting oJ
a set A, a partial order ~ on A and a metric d ~ 1 on A such that:
• (A,~) 'is a cpo.
• (A, d) is a complete metric space.
• (A,~) and (A, d) are compatible.
A homomorphism Jrom a cmpo (A, ~A., dA.) into a cmpo (B, ~B, dB) is a Junct'ion J : A -r B
which is non-distance-increasing w.r. t. dA. and dB and strict and continuous w.r. t.LA.
and ~B. An embedding proj ection pair Jrom (A, ~A., dA) into (B, La, da) is a pair
< e, c > consisting oJ homomorphisms
such that co e = idA. and e 0 c ~a ida.
Definition 3.8 DM denotes the eategory whose objects are cmpo 's (A,~, d) s'lu:h that
(A,~) is an D-object and (A, d) an M-objeet. The morphisms are embedd'ing projection
pai'T'sbetween DM-objects. The forgetful functors are denoted by:
"Tcmpo . DM -r DE "Tempo. DM -r ME.
VCI'O . , Vems •
l ~~14 ~~_
Note that by the third assumption about D and M the morphisms in DM are those
embedding projection pairs in SETE which are at the same time morphisms in DE and
ME. It is clear that {l..} is the initial object of DM.
Lemma 3.9 Let 9 : DE --+ DE and 1-£: ME --+ ME be compatible l?tnctors. Thcn there
exists a l.miq1.LeInnctor F :DM --+ DM with
'Tcmpo 0 9vcpo F 0 'Tcmpo'-'cpo ,
'Tcmpo 0 1-£ = F 0 'Tcmpovcms '-'cms .
Proof: It is easy to see that the functor F :DM --+ DM which is given by
• F(A,~,d) = (A',e',d') where 9(A,~) = (A',e'),1-£(A,d) = (A',d')
• F« e,c » = gE« e,c » = 1-£E« e,c »
is the unique functor which satisfies 'Tcmpo 0 9 = F 0 'Tcmpo 'Tcmpo 0 1-£vcpo vcpo , Vcms
o
'r" 0 'Tcmpo.r Vcms .
Definition 3.10 A tower (An, in) in DM is called converging iff the tower (N/n, I'n) in
eMsE is converging where Aln = Jcc:r(An).
Lemma 3.11 Each converging tower in DM has an initial cone.
MOTe pTecisely: Let (An, in) be a conveTging tower in DM, where An = (An, en, rIn) and
in = < en,Cn >. Then the initial cone (A,An) 01 (An, in) 'in DM satisfies:
• (D, An) is the initial cone 01 (Dn, in) in DE where D = Jc~~PO(A),Dn = Jc~~PO(An)'
• (Al, An) is the initial cone 01 (l'vfn, in) in ME where iVI = Jc~r(A), iHn = Jc~~~PO(An)'
Proof: Let A = (A, e, d) and An = < hn, bn > be given by:
sup { dk(~k, Tlk) : k ~ 0 }
( en,k(~) )k;::O, bn: A --+ An, bn( (~k)k>O) - ~n
r
Here en.k : An --+ Ak is given by
{
ek-l 0 em-2 0 ... 0 en
en.k = idAn
Ck 0 Cm+l 0 ... 0 Cn-l
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if k > n
if k = n
if k < n.
Ck denotes the partial order on Dk and dk the metrie on Mk. By the results of [19] resp.
[5]: (D, An) is the initial eone of (Dn, ~n) in DE and (M, An) is the initial eone of (1.\;[n,~n)
in ME. In partieular: M is a eomplete metrie space and D a epo.
Claim 1: A is a empo and An : An -t Amorphisms in DM.
Proof: Let (~(n))n?:O be a monotone Cauchy sequence in A where ~(n) (~.~))rn?:O then:
(~}~))n>O are monotone Cauchy sequences in the empo's An and
lim ~(n) = (lim ~(n)) = (.U ~(n)) = U ~(n).
n~oo n~oo m m>O m- n?:O m?:O n?:O
Since An : Dn -t D and An : Mn -t J.\;[ are morphisms in DE resp. ME we get that An
are morphisms An -t A in DM. In addition An+l 0 ~n = An'
Claim 2: (A, An) is the initial cone of (An, ~n) in DM.
Proof: By Claim 1: (A, An) is a cone of (An, ~n)'
Let (8, Kn) be a cone of (An, ~n), 8 = (B, ~B, dB), Kn = < gn, an >, C = (B, CB),
LV = (B,dB). Then (C,Kn) resp. (N,Kn) is a cone of (Dn,~n) resp. (J.\;[n,~n) in DE resp.
ME. Since (D, An) is the initial cone of (Dn, ~n) there exists a unique morphism
K = < g, 0. >: D -t C
in DE with K 0 An = Kn. Hence go hn = gn and bn 0 0. = an'
If K' : A -t 8 is a morphism in DM with K' 0 An = Kn then K' : D -t C is a morphism
in DE. By the uniqueness of K as a morphism D -t C in DE with K 0 An = Kn we get
K = K'.
Now we show that K : A -t 8 is a morphism in DM. \'fe have:
9 = U gn 0 bn,
n~O
0. = U hn 0 an'
n?:O
Since (J\lf, An) is the initial cone of (lVIn, ~n) K' = < g', 0.' > : AI -t N is a ME-morphism
with K' 0 A = Kn where g' = lim gn 0 bn, 0.' = lim hn 0 an' \'fe conclude: For each
~ E A and ( E B the sequences (gn(bn(~)))n?:O resp. (hn(an(()))n?:o are monotone Cauchy
sequences in the cmpo's 8 resp. A. Hence
g' (~) U gn(bn(~)) = g(~),
n?:O
a'(~) = lim hn(an(~)) = U hn(an(O) = a(~).
n~oo
n?:O
I.e. K = < g,a > = < g',a' > = K' is a morphism in DE and in ME. Hence K: A -t 8
is a morphism in DM. 0
\'fe show the following stronger version of Theorem 3:
Lemma 3.12 Let 9 : DE -t DE be locally continuO'lJ,sand let 1l : ME -t ME be e/p-
contracting such that 9 and 1l are compatible. Let F :DM -t DM be the unique f1J,nctor
with
'Tempo 0 I' = F 0 'Tempo and 'Tempo 0 1l = F 0 'Tempov cpo '::I Vepo Vems Vems
(see Lemma .'3.9). Then F has an in'itial fixed po'tnt (A, A) and:
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• (lvI, A) is the clLnonical fixerl point o/H where lVI = .Je~PO(A),
• (D,A) 'is the initilLlfixed point 0/9 whe1'(~D = .Je~:~PO(A).
Proof: Let Ao
DM and A.,.+l
{1.} be the initial object in DM, iO the unique arrow Ao ~ F(Ao) in
F(An), in+l = F(in). Let
Dn = .J:empo(A~)epo ,. .
Then lVIn+l = ll(IVIn) and Dn+1 = 9(Dn). Since H is e/p-contracting (lvln, in) is a
converging tower in ME. Hence (An, in) is a converging tower in DM. By Lemma 3.11:
The initial cone (A, An) of (An, in) exists and (D, An) resp. (lVI, An) is the initial cone of
(Dn, An) resp. (jvIn, An) in DE resp. ME where
Let A : A ~ F(A) be the unique morphism in DM with A0 An = F(An-d (which exists
by Lemma 2.1(a)). A is a morphism D ~ 9(D) in DE satisfying A0 An = 9(An-l).
Hence A is an isomorphism and (D, A) the initial fixed point of 9. In particular A as a
morphism in DM is an isomorphism. By Lemma 2.1(c): (A, A) is an initial fixed point
of F. A as a morphism lvI ~ H(i.Vl) in ME satisfies A0 An = H(A1I-1). Hence (;.VI,A) is
the canonical fixed point of H. 0
DE
4
I
J,empo
Iepo
DM
J,empo 1ems ME
Q
loeally eontinuous
1i
e/p-eontraeting
~ DE
A
.J:empo
epo
f>DM
.J:empoems
V
t> ME
4 Lifting of endofunctors of CPO 1. to endofunctors
of CUM;
In this section we show how a given domain equation for cpo's can be lifted to a 'corre-
sponding' domain equation for pointed complete ultrametric spaces and in which way the
solutions are connected. In general we cannot guarantee that there exists a corresponding
domain equation in the whole category GMS but in the subcategory GUN!; (the category
of pointed complete ultrametric spaces and embeddings). The induced domain equation
in GUM'; is some new sense contracting which \ve caU T-eontracting'. vVe show that the
induced metrie equation has a unique solution whieh is eompatible to the initial solution
of the epo equation.
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Definition 4.1 Let"(: [0,1] -t {O,1,~,~, ~, ... ,} be given by: "((0) = 0 and
12 .,(0 < ~ ~ "((~)
fOT all 0 < E, ~ 1. The f1lnetor f :Gl\iIS -t GMS is given by:
f(AiI, d) = (lvI, "( 0 d), f(f) = f.
In the fo11owing we write fM instead of r(AI, d). If M is Cl subcategory of Cl\!IS then
fM denotes the subcategory of M whose objects are those objects J.vl in M such that
AiI = f 1.\1 and whose morphisms are M-morphisms between fM-objects.
If H : M -t M is a functor with f 0 H = H then H(J.\1) is an object in fM for a11objects
J.\1 in M. In particular, if (J.\1, e) is a fixed point of H then J.\1 is an object in fM.
Definition 4.2 Let M be a subeategory of GMS and H :M -t M a funetor. H is ealled
f-contracting iff f 0 H = Hand HlfM -t fM is eontracting.
In the fo11owing theorem we deal with f-contracting endofunctors of the eategory GUN!';.
Sinee fGUM satisfies the eonditions (i) - (iii) of seetion 2.4 we obtain by Lemma 2.18(e):
Lemma 4.3 Each f -contracting functor H : GUiV!'; -t GUN!'; has a unique fixed point.
vVenow present the main result of this seetion whieh asserts that eaeh domain equation for
epo's whieh is a lifting of a domain equation for pointed sets induees a weakly eompatible
domain equation for pointed eomplete ultrametrie spaees such that the initial solution of
the epo equation and the unique solution of the metrie equation are eompatible.
Theorem 5
If (] :D.L -t D.L 'is a locally continuous funetor and K, : SET'" -t SET'" a functor with
Icpo 0 (] = K, 0 Icpo
then there exists a f -contracting functor
H : GUM': -t GUl'vf;,
with Icms 0 H = K, 0 Icms and such that: If (i"'vl, k) is the unique fixed point of Hand
(D, h) the 'initial fixed point of (] then D, AI are compatible and Icpo(h) = Icms(k).
D.L 9 I> D.Llocally continuous
IIcpo Icpo
'7 7
SET'" K, 1> SET"
Ä IIcms Icrns
C'UM: 1-£ t>- GUNI;,l' -contracting
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In the rest of this section we give the proof of Theorem 5. The main idea for the proof is
the use of rank orderings as in [9] which are special kinds of ultrametric spaces. As in [7]
the notion of a rank ordering is adapted to cpo's. The proof can be sketched as follows:
Step 1: If 9 :D 1. -4 D 1. is locally continuous then ginduces an endofunctor grank of the
category of rank ordered D-objects. The initial fixed point D of 9 can be endowed with
a rank ordering such that D is the initial fixed point of grank'
Step 2: If 9 : D 1. -4 D 1. is a locally continuous functor and /C : SET* -4 SET* and a
functor such that Lepo 0 9 = /C0Lepo then /C induces an endofunctor :F of complete rank
ordered sets (i.e. rank ordered sets where the associated ultrametric space is complete).
Step 3: Let g, /C, :F be as in Step 2 and D as in Step 1. Then:F induces a r-contracting
functor 1-£ : CU1VI; -4 CUl'vr; with Lems 0 1-£ = /C 0 Lems' The rank ordering on D induces
a metric on D that turns D into a complete ultrametric space which is the unique fixed
point of 1-£.
In section 4.3, Lemma 4.17, we give the definition ofthe functor grank. Section 4.2, Lemma
4.9(c) and (d), shows how to define the functors:F and 1-£. The complete proof of Theorem
5 (using Lemma 4.9 and Lemma 4.17) isgiven in section 4.4.
4.1 Rank ordered sets
Rank ordered sets are introduced in [9]. They are closely related to projection spaces [11].
Rank ordered sets are special kinds of pointed ultrametric spaces. In Lemma 4.7 we show
the converse: pointed ultrametric spaces can be considered as rank ordered sets.
Definition 4.4 Let i.VI be a po'inted set. A rank ordering on i.VI is a family ir = (7fn)n>O
of functions 7fn : lVI -4 lvI such that
(i)irn 0 7fm = 7fm 0 7fn = 7fn for all 0 :S n :S m.
(ii) If ~J Tl E NI and irn(~) = 7fn(Tl) for alt n ~ 0 then ~ Tl.
(iii) 7fo = )..~.(\of
Let OvI, ir) be a rank ordered set (i.e. lvI is a pointed set and ir a rank ordering on NI).
Then
d(ir](6,6) = inf { ;n : 7fn(~l) = 7fn(6) }
is an ultrametric on NI and d(ir] = 10 d(ir]. vVe say that a rank ordered set (NI, ir) is
complete iff the induced ultrametric space (NI, d(ir]) is complete. If d is metric on NI then
Iod = d(ir] if and only if for all ~l, 6 E Iv[:
In this case we say that ir is a suitable rank ordering for the pointed metric space (Al, d).
Definition 4.5 Let (M, ir), (N, M be rank ordered sets. A f7.Lnction f : lvI -4 N is ClLlled
rank preserving iff f 0 irn = J-ln 0 f for all n ~ O. f is ealled (L rank preserving
embedding iff f is rank preseruing and 'injective.
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Becallse of f 0 11"0 = /10 0 frank preserving functions always preserve the basis point.
Lemma 4.6 Let (1v/, if) and (N, ii.) be rank ordcred sets and f : 1\1/ ~ N a flJ:nction.
Thcn: f is non-d'istancc-increas'ing w. r. t. d[if] resp. d[ji.] if and only if
/.ln 0 f 0 1I"'l = /.l'l 0 f
for alt n ~ O. /f f 'is rank preser"lring then f is non-distance-increasing. If f -is a rank
preserving embedding then f is an embedding of the metric space (1\1/, d[if]) into the metric
space (N, d[ji.]).
The next lemma shows that each pointed complete ultrametric space M can be endowed
with a suitable rank ordering. In addition it shows that for any suitable rank ordering on
a complete rank ordered set M and for any basis point preserving embedding e : lvI ~ N
there exist a function c : N ~ 1\1/ and a suitable rank ordering on N such that e and c
are rank preserving. This result is needed for the lifting of a given endofunctor of SET*
to an endofunctor of CU1\1'; (Lemma 4.9).
Lemma 4.7 For each pointed ultrametrie space 0\1/, dM) there exists a rank ordcr'ing if
on 1\1/ such that d[if] = I 0 dA'!'
If (1\1/, d}[) and (N, dN) are pointed complete ultrametric spaces and e : N/ ~ N a
basis point preserving embedding then we have: If if is a rank ordering on 1\1/ with
,0 d,'v[ = rl[if] then there exist a rank ordering ji. on N with 10 dN = d[ji.] and a
basis point pr'eserving function c : N ~ J.V1 such that the following conditions are satis-
fied:
(i) e and c ar-e rank pr-eserving w. r. t. if and ji., i. e. /.ln 0 e
for aU n ~ O.
(i-i) co e = id}[ and 5( e(L\lf), fN) = ßrN(e,c)
e 0 1I"n andiT n 0 C c°/.ln
Proof: If (1\1/, d) is a pointed ultrametric space and 5. = (An)n~O a family of functions
An : J.V1 ~ N/ then we say 5. a pre-ranking iff the following conditions are satisfied:
• d (C An (~) ) :::; 1/2n
• An(~) = /\n(Tl) ~ d(~, Tl) :::; 1/2n
• AO is constant with AO(~) = ~M for all ~ E 1\1/
B(~, 1') denotes the closed ball in lvI with center ~ and radius T. Le.
B ( ~, r) = {Tl E J.V1 : d ( ~, Tl) :::; r}.
Claim 1: For each pointed ultrametric space (AI, d) with d :::;1 there exists a pre-ranking.
Proof: Let ß = {B(~, 1/2n) : ~ E AI, n E !No}. By the axiom of choice th~re exists a
function A: ß ~ lvI with A(B) E B for all B E ß and A(1\11) = ~;,,[.Then A = (A,Jn~O
is a pre-ranking on NI where
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Claim 2: Let (1\1[, d) be a pointed ultrametric space with d 5 1. If Ais a pre-ranking on M
then rank(A) is a rank ordering on M with Iod = d(rank(A)] where rank(A) = (1I"n),,~0
is defined as fo11ows:
otherwise.
Proof: Since 11"0 = AO we have 1I"0(~) = ~M for a11~ E M. We show by induction on n:
(i) d(1I",,(~),~) ~ 1/2n
(ii) d(~, '1]) ~ 1/2n {=:> 11",,(~) = 1I"n(ry)
(iii) 1I"n0 1I"m = 1I"m 0 11"" = 1I"m for a110 ~ m ~ n
Then by (ii): If 1I"n(~) = 1I",,(ry) for a11n ~ 0 then d(~, ry) = 0 and hence ~ = ry. By (iii)
(1I"n)n~0 is a rank ordering on M. (i) and (ii) imply that 10 rank[A].
The basis n = 0 is dear. Step of induction n ===> n + 1:
(i) If ~ E lVf then d(1I"n+1(~),~) ~ 1/2n+1 since d(An+1(~),~) ~ 1/2n+1.
(ii) If d(~, ry) ~ 1/2n+1 then by induction hypothesis 1I"n(~) = 1I"n(TJ). Hence (by the
tri angle inequality)
1
2n+1
\Ve get:
• If d(lTn(~),~) ~ 1/2n+1 then ITn+1(~) = 1I"n(~) = ITn(TJ) = ITn+1(ry) .
• If d(lTn(~),~) > 1/2n+1 then ITn+1(0 - An+1(~) = An+1(ry) = ITn+1(ry).
If ITn+1(~) = ITn+1(ry) then by (i) and the tri angle inequality:
d(~, ry) ~ max { d(~, 1I"n+1(0), d(1I"n+1(ry), ry)} ~ 1/2n+1
(iii) If 0 ~ m ~ n then by induction hypothesis: ITn (1I"m (~)) = ITm (~). Hence
1
2n+1
and therefore iTn+1(1I"m(~)) = ITn(lTm(~)) = ITm(~)'
If 0 ~ m ~ n + 1 then (by (i)):
d(1I"n+l(~),~) ~ 1/2,,+1 ~ I/2m.
Then by (ii): ITrn(lTn+1(~)) = ITm(~)'
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Claim 3: Let (M, dM), (N, dN) be pointed ultrametric spaces, e : M -+ N a basis point
preserving embedding and 7r = (1I"n)n2=0 a rank ordering on M with d(7r] = 10 r1M. Let
ß = {B(TJ, 1/2n) : TJE N,n ~ O}.
Then:
(i) For an n ~ 0 and TJE N we have: 1I"n I e-1(B(TJ, 1/2n)) -+ N is constant.
(ii) There exists a function A : ß -+ N such that
• A(B) E B for an B E ß
• Ir B = B(TJ, 1/2n) then A(B) = e(1I"n(~)) for an ~ E e-1(B).
(iii) :\ = (An)n2=0 is a pre-ranking on N where An(TJ) = A( B(TJ, 1/2n) ).
(iv) Let j1. = rank(:\) be the associated rank ordering (Claim 2) then e 0 1I"n /-Ln 0 e
for an n ~ O. Le. e is rank preserving W.r.t. 7r and j1..
Proof:
(i) Ir B = B(rJ, 1/2n) E ß and e(~), e(~') E B then
Hence 11",,(~) = 1rn(~'). Le. we get that 'iT" I e-l(B) -+ j'vf is constant.
(ii) Ir B E ß, e-1(B) =I- 0 then let A(B) E NI denote the value of the constant function
'iTn\e-1(B) -+ .lvI. For each B E ß with e-1(B) = 0 let TJB be an arbitrary point in
B (axiom of choice). Then A : ß -+ N,
{
e(A(B)) : if e-1(B) =I- 0
>'(B) =
TJB : otherwise
is a function which has the desired properties of (ii).
(iii) :\ is a pre-ranking:
Für all ~ E N: >'n(~) = A( B(~, 1/2n)) E B(~, 1/2"). Hence
1
dN(~, An(~)) ::; 2n'
Ir A,,(~) = An(TJ) then
1
dN(~, TJ) ::; max ( dN(~, >.,,(~)), dN(>'n(TJ),'l)} ::; 2'"
On the other hand: Ir dN(~, TJ) ::; 1/2n then B(~, 1/2") = B(rJ, 1/2n). Hence
>'n(O = >.( B(~, 1/2n) ) = >.( B(''1, 1/21l)) = >'.,J'I).
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Let ~ E N. Then B(~, 1) = N (because of the assumption dN :5 1). By definition
A(N) is the value of the constant function 71"0,Le. A(N) = ~M. Hence
AO(~) = A(N) = e( A(N) ) = e(~M)'
Since e is basis point preserving: AO(~) = e(6,r) = ~N.
(iv) Let p, = rank(J..) be defined as in Claim 2. vVe show by induction on n that
e 0 71"n = I-ln 0 e.
Basis of induction n = 0: Since e is basis point preserving and 7I"0(~)= ~Iltf:
I-lo(e(~)) = AO(e(~)) = ~N = e(~M) = e(7I"0(~)).
Step of induction n ===> n + 1:
• IfdM(7I"n(~),~) :5 1/2n+lthen7l"n+l(~) = 7I"n+l(7I"n(~))= 7I"n(~).Byinduction
hypothesis and since e is an embedding:
1
dN( I-ln(e(~)), e(~)) = dN( e(7I"n(~)), e(~)) = dM(7I"n(~),~) :5 2n+1'
Therefore I-ln+l(e(~)) = I-ln+l(l-ln(e(~))) = I-ln(e(~)). Again by induction hy-
pothesis:
I-ln+l(e(~)) = I-ln(e(~)) = e(7I"n(~)) = e(7I"n+l(~)).
• If dM (71"n(~),~) > 1/2n+ I then by induction hypothesis
1
2n+1'
Hence by definition of I-ln+l, An+l and by (ii):
I-ln+l(e(~)) = '\n+l(e(~)) = A(B(e(~),1/2n+l))
Claim 4: Let (lH, dM) and (N, dty-) be pointed complete ultrametric spaces, 1f resp. p,
rank orderings on 1.\If resp. N with 10 d,vf = d(ir] resp. ,0 dN = d(P,] and e : 1\11 -7 N
a rank preserving embedding. Then there exists a function c : N -7 1\;1 such that
• co e = idl"f
• c is rank preserving.
In particular: cis basis point preserving and ßrN(e,c) = 6(e(fJ.\If),rN).
Proof: vV.l.o.g. r1\lI = J.\If, rN = N. Then dM = d(ir]' dN = d(P,]. Let 3: N -7 lNo U {oo}
be given by
and let
Then for all TJ, TJ' E N:
{
B(TJ,1/2:'(T/»)
{TJ}
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otherwise.
(I) If dN(r/, rl) ~ 1/2k then
• either 2(-'1) = 2(rl) ~ k, B(-'I) = B(rl)
• or 2(ry), 2(-'1') ~ k, B(ry) n B(-'1') ~ B(ry,1/2k) = B(ry',1/2k)
(II) 2(ry) = 00 {=> ry E e(lV!)
(I) and (II) are easy verifications. In (II) we need the completeness of lvI. (II) implies
that for all ry E N:
e-l( B(ry)) :j:. 0
If 2(-'1) = 00 then e-1(B(ry)) consists of a single element (since e is injective). Otherwise
for all ~, ~' E e-1(B(ry)): Since e(~), e(f) E B(ry):
dM(~, ~') = dN(e(~), e(e)) ~ 2::~'7)
and therefore 71"::(1) (~) = 71"::('7) (f). Hence we may define c : N ~ iV! as follows:
c(ry) = 71"::('7)(~) where ~ E e-1(B(ry)) and 71"oo(~) = ~.
Now we show:
(A) co e = id,l;[
(B) dN(e(c('1)), ry) - 6N(ry, e(lVf) (= inf {dN(e(~), ry) : ~ E NI} )
(C) COPn = 71"noe
ad (A): Since 2(e(~)) = 00 and B(e(~)) = {e(~)} we get e(e(~)) = ~.
ad (B): If 6N(ry, e(lVI)) = I/2m then B(ry, 1/2n) n e(1\!f) :j:. 0 for all n ~ m and
B(ry, 1/2m+1) n e(.M) = 0.
, Le. =(TJ) - m and e(e(ry)) E B(ry) = B(TJ, I/2m). Hence
1
dN( e(e(ry)), TJ) ~ 2m = 6N(TJ, e(2\!f)).
On the other hand 6N(ry, e(Nf)) ~ dN(e(e(TJ)), ry).
ad (C): Let TJE N, 2(ry) = m, c(ry) = 71"m(~) where ~ E B(TJ).
Case 1: 0 ~ n ~ m. Since dN(Pn(ry), TJ) ~ 1/2n:
~ E e-1( B(ry,I/2n)) = e-1 ( B (Pn(TJ), 21n) ).
Therefore
=(Pn(ry)) 2: n, c(Pn(ry)) = 71"k(f)
where k = =(Pn(ry)) anel ~' E e-l ( B(Pn(ry), 1/2k) ). Then k 2: n and
71"n(c('7) ) = 71"n ( 71"m(~) ) = 71"n (0.
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We have to show that 1l"n(~) = c(J.Ln(TJ)). Therefore we have to show that 1l"n(~) - 1l"k(~'):
Since k ~ n ami dN(J.Ln(TJ), e(~')) ~ 1/2k we get:
Therefore
Since e is a rank preserving embedding:
= dN(J.Ln(TJ), e(~')) ~ 2\'
Hence 1l"k(1l"n(e)) = 1l"k(e). Since k ~ n: 1l"n(e) = 1l"k(1l"n(~')). Hence
vVe get:
Since e is distance preserving:
1
dM(~, () = dN(e(~), e(()) < 2n
vVe conclude: 7!"k(~') = 7!"n(e) = 7!"n(~)'
Case 2: n > m. Then by (I): 3(J.Ln(TJ)) = 3(TJ) = m and B( J.Ln(TJ) )
by definition of c:
B( TJ). Hence
e(J.Ln(TJ)) = e(TJ) = 7!"m(~)
where ~ E e-1(B(TJ)). Therefore 7!"n(e(TJ)) = 7!"n(7!"m(~)) = 7!"m(~) = c(J.Ln(TJ)). 0
4.2 Lifting of endofunctors in SET* to endofunctors in CUM;
vVe present a technique to lift endofunctors of SET" to r-contracting endofunctors of
CUN'£:. Given an endofunctor of SET" we define an endofunctor of the category of com-
plete rank ordered sets and then an endofunctor of CU1V.£:.
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Notation 4.8 CRankSET denotes the category whose objects are complete rank ordered
sds (md whose morphisms are rank preserving functions. CRankSET; denotes the sub.
catego1'1jof complete rank ordered sets and rank preserving embeddings as morph'isms.
Lrank denotes the forgetful funetor CRankSET -+ SET*. M : CRankSET; -+ CUN!;
'is gi7Jen by:
M(lVI,ir) = (NI,d(ir]), M(e)=e.
Note that by Lemma 4.6 rank preserving embeddings (which are by definition rank pre-
serving injections) are embeddings of the underlying metric spaces. Hence M is wellde-
fined.
Given an endofunctor K of SET* we present conditions that allow the definition of a
functor :F : CRankSET -+ CRankSET. These conditions are satisfied when K has
a lifting () on the category D.l (as it is the case in Theorem 5, see Claim 1 in section
4.4). "Ve show that this functor :F preserves embeddings and hence can be considered
as endofunctor of CRankSET;. Then Lemma 4.7 ensures that :F (as an endofunctor of
CRankSET;) can be lifted to a f-contracting endofunctor 1£ of CU1'vJ:.
ihaok
-----~ CRankSET;
SET*
I,"Okl
CRankSET;
t> SET*
A1
'V
CUNJ:
M
V
t> CUiVJ:
Lemma 4.9 Let K : SET* -+ SET* be a functor. Then for each rank ordered set (NI, ir):
satisfies the conditions (i) and (iii) of rank orderings (Definition 4.4).
Now we assume that K satisfies the following two conditions: For each complete rank
ordered set (1\1, ir):
(1) If~, ~' E KUv!) with K( 1l'n)(~) = K( 1l'n)(e) for all n ~ 0 then ~ = e.
(II) Whenever ("ln) is a sequence in K(lv!) such that K(1l'n)("ln) = K(7l'n)("lm) for all
m ~ n ~ 0 then there exists Tl E KUv!) such that for all n ~ 0:
Then we have:
(a) For all complete rank onlered sets (1\4, ir): K (ir) is a rank ordeT"ingon K (1"!) and
the rank ordered set (K(A1), KUr")) is complete.
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(b) I/ir, ji, are cornplete rank orderings on a pointed set M with M(A1, ir) - M(fv/,ji,)
then
M (K(M), K( ir)) = M (K(A1), K(ji,)).
(c) The /nnctor:F : CRankSET' -+ CRankSET' which is given by
:F(M, ir) = (K(1\1), K(ir)), :FU) = KU)
is welldefined, prese'rlJes rank preserving embeddings and Lrank 0 :F
(d) The /unctor 1-£ : CUM; -+ CUlvt; which is given by
1-£(lvI) = M( :F(A1, irA-f)), 1-£(e) K(e)
is welldefined, r-contracting and satisfies
M o:F = 1-£0 M, Leros 0 1-£ = K 0 Leros'
Here:F is considered as /unctor CRankSET; -+ CRankSET; and irM is a fixed rank
ordering on M with ,0 dM = d(irMJ (Lemma 4.7 and axiom 0/ choice /or classes).
Proof: By definition 1r~ is constant and its value is the basis point of K(N1). Since
K(1rn-d = 1r~ is basis point preserving (by definition of morphisms in SET'") we get:
If n, m ~ 1, k
"'"' 0 "'"'1'0 /In
min{n,m} then
1r' 0 1r'n 0 1r'o
Hence by assumption (I) K(ir) is a rank ordering on K(1\;1). It is easy to see that assump-
tion (11) ensures the completeness of the rank ordered set (K(1\;1),K:(ir)).
If M(A1,ir) = M(NI,ji,) then we have:
1
{=::;> d,Vl (~, () < 2n
Therefore by Lemma 2.4(b):
1r~(Tl) = 1r~(Tl') {=::;> p~(Tl) = p~(Tl') .
I.e. d[K(ir)] = d(K(ji,)]. Hence M(K:(.M),K(ir)) = M(K:(N1),K(ji,)).
For each rank preserving function / : (1\11,ir) -+ (N, jl) we have:
I.e. KU) is rank preserving W.r.t. K(ir) and K(jl). Hence:F is welldefined (by (a)). It is
clear that Lrank o:F = K: 0 Lrank'
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Ir fis a rank preserving embedding then J is injective. By Lemma 2.4(a) K:.(J) is injective.
I.e. K:.(J) = F(J) is a rank preserving embedding. Hence F preserves rank preserving
embeddings.
Let M:, N be objects in CUl\II: and let e : lvI -+ N be an embedding. First we show that
K:. ( e) is an embedding
M(F(Al,irM)) -+ M(F(N,irN)).
By Lemma 4.7 there exist a rank ordering j1. on N with
and a function e : N -+ J.\1with co e = idM such that e and e are rank preserving w.r.t.
ir,'vf and j1. and
8( e(fJ.\1),fN) = ßrN(e,e).
By (c) we get that K:.(e) and K:(e) are rank preserving w.r.t. K:.(irM) and K:(j1.). Hence
K:.(e) and K:.(e) are non-distance-increasingw.r.t. d[K:.(ir)] and d[K:.(j1.)](Lemma 4.6). Since
K:(e)oK:(e) = K:(eoe) = K:.(idM) = idK:(M)
we get that K:(e) is an embedding M(K:(J.\1),K:(iri'vf)) -+ M(K:.(N),K:(j1.)). By definition
of irN we have: d[irN] = d[j1.].Hence
M(N,j1.) = M(N,irN).
Then by (b):
M ( K:(J.V), K:(irN)) = M ( K:(NI), K:.(j1.)).
Hence cis an embedding M(.F(Al,iriH)) -+ M(.F(N,ifiV)). Le. His welldefined. It is
clear that H satisfies: M o.F = H 0 M and Ieffis 0 H = K:0 Ierns'
Now we show that H is f-contracting. It is clear that f 0 H = H. Let e : J.V1-+ N be
an embedding, LvI = NI and fN = N. Let e be as above. Then
5(e(A!J), N) = ~N(e, e).
\Ve assurne that ßN(e,e) 1/2n for same n 2:: O. Then
1
dN( e(e(TJ)), TJ) ~ 2n
for all TJ E N. Hence by Lemma 4.6: 7f;; 0 e 0 e = 7f;; for all n 2:: O. Then
K:(7f~) 0 K:(e) 0 K:(e) = K:(7f~)
for all n 2:: O. Let d denote the metric on H(N). Then by definition of H:
d(~, ~') = inf {2n1+1 : K:(7f~)(~) = K:(7f~)(~') }
where inf0 1. Hence for allTJ E H(N):
d ( K:(e) (K:(e)(TJ)) , TJ) <
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Since 11.(e) = K(e) (or more precisely Ierns(11.(e)) = K(e)):
vVe conclude:
ß11.(N) ( 11.(e), 11.(e)) ~
1
2
8( eUvf), N )
o
t5( 11.(e) (11.(A1)), 11.(N)) < ß11.(N) ( 11.(e), 11.(c)) 1< 2' 8(e(A1), N).
•
Remark 4.10 There exist endofunctors K of SET'" and rank ordered sets (.A1, ir) such
that K(ir) is not a rank ordering on K(A1). For instance consider the functor j\11-7 Pn (J1),
f 1-7 AA.f(A). Here Pn(-) means the collection of all nonempty subsets of (.). Let X be
a nonempty set. Xoo (the collection of all finite or infinite sequences over X) with the
empty sequence as basis point can be endowed with the rank ordering (1Tn) where 1Tn(W)
is the n-th prefix of w. Then
where X'" means the set of all finite sequences over X. Le. Pn(ir) is not a rank ordering
on Pn (XOO).
4.3 Rank ordered cpo's
As in [7] we introduce the notion of a rank ordered cpo which me ans a cpo with a suitable
rank ordering. In Lemma 4.17 we show that each locally continuous endofunctor Y of D 1-
induces an endofunctor Yrank of rank ordered D-objects such that the initial fixed point
of D endowed with a suitable rank ordering is the initial fixed point of Yrank'
Definition 4.11 Let (D, C) be a cpo. A rank ordering on (D,~) is a rank ordering
ir = (1Tn)n>O on D (where the basis point of D is ..LD) such that 1Tn is continuous and
1Tn C idD- for all n ~ O. A rank ordered cpo is a tripel (D,~, ir) consisting of a cpo
(D, C) and a rank ordering ir on (D, ~).
Thefollowing lemma shows that a rank orderings on cpo D induces a complete rank
ordered set such that D and the associated metric space are compatible. The proof is
omitted. It can be found in [7].
Lemma 4.12 Let (D, C, ir) be a rank ordered cpo. Then (1Tn)n2;O is monotone and
U 1Tn = idD•
n2:0
(D, ir) is a complete rank ordered set and (D, ~), (D, d[ir]) are compatible.
Lemma4.13 shows the converse ofLemma4.12. It asserts that each complete rank ordered
set induces a cornpatible rank ordered cpo.
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Lemma 4.13 Let (M, i) be a complete rank ordered set. Then
V (Jvf, i) = (IVI,~)
'is a cpo and i a rank ordering on V( lVI, i) where the partial order ~ is given by:
V(M, i) and (lVI, d(iD are compatible.
If (lVI, i) and (N, il) are complete rank ordered sets and f : M ~ N is rank preser"Ving
funetion then f as a funetion V(IVI, i) ~ V(N, il) is strict and continuous.
Proof: Let D = V(IVI, i). It is easy to see that ~ is a partial order. Since
the basis point of lVI is the bottom element of D. \Ve put
for an ~ E 1.\;1.Then ~ ~ e implies ~ = 7l"m(~/) for some m E lNo U {oo}. If ~ c e ande ~ ~"then ~ = 7l"k(e), ~' = 7l"1(~") for some k and l. If k > l then
Hence whenever (~n)n~O is a monotone sequence in D then there exists a monotone se-
quence (mn)n~O in lNo U {<x>} such that ~n = 7l"mn(~n+l).
Claim 1: \Vhenever (~n) is a monotone sequence in D then (~n) is a Cauchy sequence in
lV1 and the limit of (~n) in lV1 is the least upper bound in D.
Proof: Let (~n) be a monotone sequence in D and (mn) a monotone sequence in Jj\!o U {<x>}
such that ~n = 7l"m,.(~n+l. Then for anl ~ n ~ 0:
\Ve first consider the case that there is some subsequence (mnkh~o such that
Let K be a natural number. There is some NK ~ 0 such that mn ~ K for an n ~ l\fK'
Therefore for anl > n ~ NK:
and hence d(7f](~n, ~I) :::; 1/2K for anl > n ~ Nl\. Hence (~n) is a Cauchy sequence in
lvI. Let ~ = lim ~n' Then:
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I.e. 1I'K(~) = 1I'K(~n) for a11n ~ NK. We show that ~ is the least upper bound of (~n):
Ir TI. is an arbitrary natural number and K = mn, l > min {NK,n} then
Ir ~' is also an upper bound of (~,,) then ~n
we may assume that
1I'mde) for some m~. As mentioned above
m~ :::; m~ < m~ :::; ...
Ir there is some m' E .!No U {<X)} such that m~ = m' for alm ost a11n ~ 0 then
for almost a11n. Hence
~ = lim ~n = 1I'm'(() c: (.
n->co
Otherwise for each natural number K there is some N~ ~ 0 such that m~ ~ K for a11
n ~ N~. Then for a11n ~ max {NK,N~}:
1I'K(~) = 1I'K(~,,) = 1I'K( 1I'm;'(~')) = 1I'K(~').
Hence d[ir](~, ~') = 0 and therefore ~ = e.
Now we consider the case that there exists some m E .!No U {<X)} such that m" = m for
almost a11n ~ O. Then there exists some no ~ 0 such that m" = m for a11n ~ no. Then
for a11n ~ no. Hence ~no = ~"o+l = ~no+2 = ... is the limit and least upper bound of
(~n)'
Claim 2: D is a cpo and D, 1\11 are compatible.
Proof: fo11owsimmediately by Claim 1.
Claim 3: ir is a rank ordering on the cpo D.
Proof: Since ir is a rank ordering on i.VJ and since 1I'0(~)= ~M = 1.. and 1I'n ~ idD
we only have to show that the functions 1I'k are continuous. Let k ~ 0 and let ((,,) be a
monotone sequence in D and ~ = U ~". By Claim 1:
lim ~" = ~.,,->co
Hence for each k ~ 0 there is some no ~ 0 with d[ir](~, ~n) < 1/2k for a11n ~ no. Then
1I'k(~) = 1I'k(~n) far a11n ~ no and therefore
1I'k(O = U 1I'k(~n)'
,,::;:0
Claim 4: Ir (J:\;I, ir) and (N,ji) are complete rank ordered sets and f : J.VJ -7 N is rank
preserving function then f as a function V(Nl, ir) -7 V(N, ji) is strict and continuous.
Proof: f is strict since f 0 1l'0 = Po 0 f. vVe show that f is monotone: If ~ c ~',~=I ~'
then ~ = IT,,(f) far some n ~ O. Hence
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. , .,...r
Now we show that f is eontinuous: Let (~'1) be a monotone sequenee in "0(1\1/, if) and
~ = U ~n' Sinee f is monotone the sequence (f (~n)) is monotone. By Claim 1:
Since f is non-distance-increasing (Lemma 4.6) we have:
Hence f is continuous. 0
Definition 4.14 RankD denotes the category 0/ rank ordered D-objects. The mor'phism
in RankD are rank preserving D-morphisms .
.J:rank RankD ~ CPO.Lepo
:J:r~nk : RankD ~ CRankSET
denote the /orgetful functors. RankDE denotes the category 0/ rank ordered D-objects and
DE -morphisms < e, C > such e and c are rank preserving.
It is clear that {.l.} (eonsidered as a rank ordered epo) is the initial object in RankD and
RankDE.
Lemma 4.15 Each tower in RankDE has an initial cone.
More precisely: I/((Dn, if(n)), Ln) is a tower in RankDE and (D, An) the initial cone 0/
the tower (Dn, Ln) 'in DE then there exists a rank ordering if on D such that ((D,if), An)
is the in'itial cone o/((Dn,if(n)), Ln) in RankDE.
Proof: Let ((Dn, if(n)), Ln) be a tower in RankDE and Ln = < en, Cn >. Let (D, An),
An = < hn, bn >, be the initial cone of the tower (Dn, Ln) in DE. Let en,k : Dn -+ Dk be
defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.11. bn denotes the underlying partial order on Dn.
\Ve use the following properties of the initial eone (D, An):
(I) bk 0 hn = en,k for all n, k ~ O.
(II) If C is a epo and f : D ~ C a function then f is eontinuous if and only if for all
n ~ 0 the function f 0 hn : Dn -+ C is eontinuous.
Claim 0: /T~) 0 ei.j = ei,j 0 /T~i) for all i, j, n ~ O.
Proof: easy verifieation, uses the fact that ek and Ck are rank preserving.
Claim 1: For each k ~ 0 the sequenee (hn o/Tin) 0 bnk~o is monotone.
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1r(n) 0 c - C 0 1r(n+L)
k n - n k
Proof: Für all n ~ 0 we have: hn = hn+1 0 en and bn -
preserving we have:
Therefüre
Cn 0 bn+ 1. Since Cn is rank
I (n) b h (n) b h (n+ l) b~n01rk 0 Tl = 'n+loen01rk OCnO n+1 = n+loenOCn01rk 0 n+l.
h (n) bn07fk 0 n
Definition: Let ii" = (7fkh>o be given by:
U h (n) bn07fk 0 n
n;::O
Claim 2: hj ° 1r?) = 1rk ° hj für all j, k ~ 0
Proüf: Let j ~O. By Claim 0 and (I) we get für all n ~ 0:
By (III) we get:
1rk 0 hj = U hn 0 1rin) 0 bn 0 hj
n~O
Claim 3: 1rk is cüntinuüus für all k ~ O.
Proüf: Since hj and 1r?) are continuous the functions 1rk ° hj
for all j ~0 (Claim 2). Therefore 1rk is cüntinuous (by (II)).
Claim 4: 1rn 0 1rm = 1rm 0 7fn = 1rk where k = min {n, m}.
hj ° 1r?) are continuous
Proof: By Claim 0 and (I) we get:
h. ° 1r(i) ob. ° h. 0 1r(j) 0 b. h. 0 7f(i) 0 e .. 0 1r(j) 0 b.
t n I J m J I n J,t m J
(j)h. oe .. 0 ",.(j) 0 ",.(j) ob. = (h' ob.) ° (h. 0 "'", ob.)I J,t "n "m J I t J "k J
Since hi 0 7r~) 0 bi and hi 0 bi are continuous we get:
U ( h. 0 7r(i) 0 b. ° h. 0 1r(j) 0 b. )I n I J m J
j~O
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Since U(hi 0 bi) = ido (see (IlI)) we get:
7r" 0 7rm = U hi 0 7r~i) 0 bi 0 7rrn
i~O
Claim 5: U 7rk = ido
Proof: In each cpo we have
U (hi 0 bi) 07rk
i~O
where (ak,n)k~O and (ak,n)n~O are monotone. Since (7r(n») is a rank ordering on D" we
have:
U 7rin) 0 bn = bn
k~O
Since hn is continuous we get by (lII):
U 7rk U U h (n) b U U h (n) b- n07rk 0 n n07rk 0 n
k~O k~O n~O n~O k~O
U hn 0 (U "Ln) 0 bn ) U hn 0 bn ido
n~O k~O n~O
Claim 6: bn 0 7rm - 7r(n) 0 b for a11m, n 2': O.'m n
Proof: It is easy to see that bn 0 hk 0 bk = bn for a11k 2': n. Hence by Claim 0:
bn 0 hk 0 7r~) 0 bk = 7r~) 0 bn
Therefore:
b" 0 7rm = bn 0 (u hk 0 7r~) 0 bk)
k~O
= U bn 0 hk 0 7r~) 0 bk = 7r~) 0 bn.
k~O
Claim?: 7[ is a rank ordering on D and hj, bj are rank preserving.
Proof: Since 7[(n) are rank orderings 7r~n) = A~ ..1.0n' Since hn is strict we get:
7rO(~) = U h" (7r~"\bn(~))) ~ U hn(.1.DJ = .1.0.
n~O ,,~O
By Claim 3-5 we get that 7[ is a rank ordering on D. By Claim 2 and 6 hj and bj rank
preserving.
Claim 8: Let (C, I'I:n) be a cone of (Dn, tn), I'I:n = < gn, an >, and let p. = (J.lk)x,~O be
a rank ordering on C such that gn and an are rank preserving w.r.t. 7[(n) and p.. Let
<l> = < g, a > be the unique morphism in nE with <l> 0 An = I'I:n. Then 9 and aare
rank preserving w.r.t. 7[ and p..
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Proof: We have to show that for all k ~ 0:
90 1fk = J-lk 0 9, a 0 J-lk
Since 9,. - go hn is rank preserving we get:
I (n) b (n) b9 0 I'n 0 1fk 0 11 = 9'71 0 1fk 0 n /1k 0 9 0 h,. 0 bn
Since J-lk 0 9 is continuous we get by (III):
U J-lk 0 9 0 hn 0 bn = (J-lk 0 g) 0 (u hn 0 bn )
n~O n~O
Since 9 is continuous we conclude:
u 9 0 hn 0 1fkn) 0 bn
n~O
Since bn 0 a
U J-lk 0 9 0 hn 0 bn = J-lk 0 9
n~O
an and since an is rank preserving we have:
U h. (n) b1fk 0 a = n° 1fk 0 n° a
n~O
U hn 0 an 0 J-lk = a 0 J-lk.
n~O
Claim 9: ((D, ir), /\n) is the initial cone of the tower ((Dn, ir(n)), tn) in RankDE.
Proof: By Claim 7 ((D,7i"),.An) is a cone. If ((C,jj),Kn) is also a cone then (C,Kn) is a
cone of (D,., tn) in DE. By Claim 8 the unique arrow <I>: D -t C in DE with <I>0 An = Kn
isanarrow(D,ir) -t (C,jj) in RankDE•
If <I>': (D,7i") -t (C, jj) is also an arrow in RankDE with <I>'O.An = Kn then <I>': D -t C
is an arrow in DE. By the uniqueness of <I>as an arrow in DE with <I>O.An = Kn we
conclude: <I>= <I>, . 0
Lemma 4.16 Let 9 :D1. -t D1. be a locally continuous lunctor. Then:
(a) 11 (D, ir) is a rank ordered cpo then (9 (D) ,9 (7i")) is a rank ordered cpo where
(b) 11 (D, ir), (E, jj) are rank ordered cpo's and 1 : D -t E is continuous anrl rank
preserving then 9(1) : 9(D) -t 9(E) is rank preservin9 w,r.t. 9(ir) anrl 9(jJ.).
Proof: Since 1f,. are D 1.-morphisms 1f~ is strict and continuous. Since 9 is locally con-
tinuous:
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f'. 0 "Trank
~ vcpo'
Ir ~, Tl E 9(D) and 1l""&(~)= 1l"~C,,) for a11n ~ 0 then
~ = U «~) = U 1l"~(Tl) = "1.
n~O n~O
As in the proof of Lemma 4.9 it can be shown that 9(n-) is a rank ordering on 9(D) and
that for each rank preserving D-morphism f the function 9(J) is rank preserving W.r.t.
9(n-) and g(P,). 0
Lemma 4.17 Let 9 :D.L ~ D.L be a locally continuous /unctor. Then
9rank : RankD ~ RankD, 9rank(D, n-) = (9(D),9(n-)), 9rank(J) 9(J),
is a welldefined functor and
"Trank f'. _ f'. "Trank
vcpo 0 ~rank - ~ 0 vcpo .
Let (D, h) the initial fixed point 0/9. Then there exists a rank ordering n- on D such that
( (D, n-), h) is the initial fixed point of 9rank'
Proof: 9rank is welldefined by Lemma 4.16. It is clear that ..J:;~k 0 grank
Let 9::ank : RankDE ~ RankDE be given by:
9r~nk(D,ir) = 9randD,ir), 9::ank« e,e » = < 9rande), grande) >
Using Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.15 it is easy to show that the initial fixed point (D,.\)
of 9E can be endowed with a rank ordering n- such that ((D, ir),.\) is the initial fixed
point of 9r~nk' Then.\ = < h, h-1 > for some isomorphism h : (D, ir) ~ 9rank(D, ir)
in RankDE• Then (D,h) is the initial fixed point of9, ((D,ir),h) a fixed point of9rank.
vVe show that ((D, n-), h) is the initial fixed point of 9rank. Let ((C, P,), i) be a fixed point
of 9rank' Then (C, i) is a fixed point of 9. Hence whenever F : (D, ir) ~ (C, P,) is an
arrow in RankD such that i 0 F = 9rank(F) 0 h then F is the unique arrow D ~ C in
D.L with i 0 F = 9(F) 0 h. Hence there exists at most one arrow F: (D,ir) ~ (C,P,)
with i 0 F = 9rank(F) 0 h.
Let K, = < i, i-1 >. Then «C, iJ,) , K,) is a fixed point of 9::ank'Hence there exists a unique
morphism<I>: (D,n-) ~ (C,iJ,) in RankDE satisfying
K,0<I> = 9::ank(<I»0.\.
Let F be the first component of <I>.Then F : (D, n-) ~ (C, iJ,) is a morphism in RankD
satisfying i 0 F = grank(F) 0 h. 0
4.4 Proof of Theorem 5
vVe suppose that 9 : D.L ~ D.l. is locally continuous and Je : SET'" ~ SET'" is a funetor
with Lcpo 0 9 = Je 0 Lcpo' Let (D, h) be the initial fixed point of g.
Claim 1: Je satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.9, i.e.: if (Al, ir) is a complete rank ordered
set then:
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(I) K:(7l"n)(~) = K:(7l"n)(TJ) for an n ~ 0 implies ~ = TJ.
(II) Whenevcr (TJn) is a sequence in K:(M) such that K:(7l"n)('fJn) - K:(7l"n)(TJm) for an
rn ~ n ~ 0 then there exists TJ E K:(j\;1) such tha.t for a.n n ~ 0:
Proof: Let (NI, n-) be a complete rank ordered set. By Lemma 4.13: n- is a rank ordering
on the cpo 'O(j\l/, n-). Then by Lemma 4.16: K:(n-) = 9(n-) is a rank ordering on the cpo
9( 'O(lvl, n-) ). In particular K:(n-) is a rank ordering on the pointed set
Lepo (9( '0(1'.1, n-))) = K: (Lepo( 'O(NI, n-))) = K:(M)
and hence satisfies (I). If (TJn) is a sequence in K:(lvl) with K.(7l"n)(TJn) = K:(7l"n)(TJm) for
an m ~ n ~ 0 then the sequence ( K.(7l"m)(TJm) )m~O is monotone in 9( 'O(lvl, n-) ). Let
TJ = U K:(7l"m)(TJm).
m~O
Since K. ( 7l"n)
since
Lepo( 9(7l"n) ) and 9(7l"n) : 9('O(A1, ir)) --+ 9('O(A1, ir) is continuous and
for all m ~ n we have:
U K. (7l"n)( K. (7l"m )( TJm) )
m:;::O
o
Because of Claim 1 we may apply Lemma 4.9: Let
F : CRankSET' --+ CRankSET', H: Cm\l!; --+ CUN!;
be the liftings of K. as in Lemma 4.9 with
Lrank 0 F = K. 0 Lrank, LeIDS0 H = K. 0 LeIDS'
. H is r-contracting and hence has an unique fixed point (Lemma 4.3). F preserves em-
beddings and can be considered as a functor CRankSET; --+ CRankSET;. Then
MoF=HoM.
Claim 2: Let NI = (A, d(n-)) where A = Lepo(D). Then:
(a) ((A, n-), h) is a fixed point of F.
(b) (AI, h) is the unique fixed point of H.
(c) For each monotone Cauchy sequence (~n) in A: lim~n = U~n
Proof: Let 9rank : RankD --+ RankD be as in Lemma 4.17 and let n- be a rank ordering
on D such that ((D, ir), h) is the initial fixed point of 9rank (Lemma 4.17).
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(a) It is easy to see that .:lcrr~nk0 grank = F 0 J:r~nk. Since
(A,1i") = J:r~nk(D, 1i")
we get by Lemma 2.2: ((04, 1i"),h) is a fixed point of F.
(b) Since M = (A, d[1i"]) = M(A,1i") and since Mo F = 1-£ 0 M we get by Lemma
2.2 that (NI, h) is a fixed point of 1-£. Since 1-£ is r-contracting (NI, h) is the unique
fixed point of 1-£ (Lemma 4.3).
(c) follows immediately by Lemma 4.12. 0
RankD grank t> RankD
~
cpo
9 ~.L locally continuous p D.L
Icpo 1 I Icpo?
.:J,rank SET* too SET* .:J,rankcro cro
Icms 1 1 Icms
CUM; 1{ I> CUM;r-contracting
~vV
CRankSET' :F l> CRankSET'
5 Examples
vVegive examples for functors which satisfy the conditions ofTheorem 1-5. These functors
are built from production systems that contain:
• identity functors id and in the metric case identity functors idc which multiply the
metric by a positive factor c < 1
• constant functors constA that assign to each object a fixed object A
• function space functors X ~ :F where a11functions from the set X into the under-
lying set cf :F(.) are considered
• functors of the form X Q9:F which assign to each object A an object of the form
I
I .
{l..} U X x :F(A)
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• product functors F1 x F2
• functors of the form F[ ffi F2 whieh assign to eaeh A an objeet of the form
where l;tJ means disjoint union.
In the eases where the morphisms of the underlying eategories are embedding projeetion
pairs we also use function spaee functors of the form
whieh assign to eaeh objeet A an objeet of the form F1 (A) -t F2(A) (i.e. an objeet
whieh eonsists of all functions from the underlying set of F1(A) into the underlying set
of F2(A)). The exaet definitions of these functors are given in the appendix.
Lemma 5.1 id : CP01. -t CP01. and idc : CMS -t CiVIS (ar idc : C1VIS* -t C1VIS*)
are eompatible. If D is a epo and M a (pointed) eomplete metrie spaee such that D
and 1\1[ are compatible then constD : CPO 1. -t CPO 1. and const,\-! : CMS -t C1VIS (resp.
constM : C1VIS* -t Cl\lIS*) are compatible.
If 9, 9 i : CPO 1. -t CPO 1. and 1-£, 1-£i : Cl\lIS -t CMS (ar 1-£, 1-£i : CMS* -t CMS~) are
funetors such that 9, 1-£ resp. 9 i, 1-£i are compatible then also
• X -t 9 and X -t 1-£
• X 0 9 and X 0 1-£
• 91 ffi 92 and ttl ffi 1-£2
• 9E and 1-£E
are eompatible. If9i : CPOE -+ CPOE, 1-£i : CMSE -+ CMSE (ar 1-£; : CNIS*E -t CNIS .•E)
are eompatible, i = 1,2, then also 91 -+E 92 and 1-£1 -+E 1-£2 are compatible.
Theorem 1 and 3 ean be applied to all functors 9 : CPOE -+ cpoE, tt :CMSE -t CMSE
or 1-£ : C1VIS~E -+ C1VIS*Ewhieh are given by the following produetion system and whieh
satisfy c(1-£) < 1.
(9, 1-£) (id, idc) I (constD, constM) I
(X -+ 9,X -+ 1-£) I (X 0 9,X 01-£)
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Here D and Mare compatible. c(1£) is defined as in [5]:
e(id,J = c, c(constM) = 0,
c(X -+ 1£) = c(X 01£) = c(1£),
c(1£t x 1£2) = c(1£t 671£2) = max { c(1£d, C(1£2) },
c(1it -+E 1£2) = max { 00 . c(1£d, C(1i2) }.
with 00.0 = 0 and 00' c = 00 if c > O. Removing the function space functor -+E from
the pro duc ti on system of above we get exam pIes for functors satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 2 and 4.
Each functor 9 : CPO 1. -+ GPO 1. which is given by the following production system
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5:
The induced functors 1i : GUN!'; -+ GUNr; are given by:
Here 1\110
Ao.
(Ao, d) where Ao is the underlying set of Do and d is the discrete metric on
Example 5.2 {...L} is the initial fixed point of 9 = id as endofunctor of GPO 1. and the
unique fixed point of the associated functor
1i = idt 0r :CUJ'v!';-+ GUN!';, 1i(1\Il, d) = (1\11,~ ',0 d) .
{...L} is also the initial fixed point of the functor
9 = (X -t id) : CP01. -+ CP01.
and the unique fixed point of the associated functor
H : CUlv!'; -t CUiV!;,
The functor 9 = X 0 id : CPO 1. -t CPO 1. induces the functor H : CUN!; -t CUlv!;
which is given by:
H(NI) = {...L} ltJ X x idl(rA1)
2
X= (the collection of all finite or infinite sequences over X) endowed with the prefix
ordering is the initial fixed point of g. X= endowed with the distance
d(wt, W2) = inf {21n : wdn] = w2[n] }
is the unique fixed point of H. Here w[n] is the n-th prefix of w. 0
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6 Conclusion
In Theorem 1-4 we have shown that domain eqllations which can be considered in the
metric and in the cpo setting and which can be solved by the methods of [19] resp.
[5, 14, 16] have (weakly) compatible sollltions. In Theorem 5 we presented a method to
define a corresponding metric domain equation for a giving cpo domain equation such
that the solutions are compatible. The question arises whether in analogy to Theorem 5
domain equations in the metric setting can be lifted to domain equations for cpo's. Given
functors
1-£ : CUM* -+ CUM*, K: SET* -+ SET*
such that 1-£ is 10ca11ycontracting and Icms 0 1-£ = K 0 Icms a 10ca11ycontinuous functor
n : RankCPO -+ RankCPO
can be derived such that n has an initial fixed point (D, ir) where D and the unique
fixed point of 1-£ are compatible. The construction of n is as fo11ows: 1-£ and Kinduces a
functor
F : CRankSET -+ CRankSET
which is given by: F(i.VI, ir) = (K(i.vl), K(ir) ), F(J) = K(J). In order to show that
K(ir) is a rank ordering on KUv!) we use the first part of Lemma 4.9 and the fact that
(because 1-£ is 10ca11ycontracting):
d ( idKUvf)' K( 7f n)) :::; d ( id,'v{, 7fn) < 21n
Hence whenever K(7fn)(~) = K(7fn)(TJ) for a11n;::::: 0 then
and therefore ~ = TJ.
F induces the functor n as fo11ows:Using Lemma 4.13
V : CRankSET -+ RankCPO, (ivI, ir) t-+ V(lvI, ir), f t-+ f
is a welldefined functor and hence we may put R = V 0 :F 0 .:T:;:;k. Similar to the con-
struction of the initial fixed point for locally continuous endofunctors in CPO.L an initial
fixed point (D, ir) of n can be constructed as the initial cone of the tower (nn({..L} ))
in RankCPOE• Here we use Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 4.15. Using Lemma 3.11 it can be
shown that D and the unique fixed point of 1-£ are compatible.
In general for this functor n there does not exist a functor Y : CPO.L -+ CPO.L such that
n = Yrank' This can be seen as follows: Let 1-£= id1 and K = id then F(iH, iT) = (ivI, iT/)
2
where 7f~ = 7l"n+l' Therefore
R(D, iT) = V( Icpo(D), iT ).
\Vhen we assume that there is a functor Y : CPO.L -+ CPO.L with n = Yrank then for
each cpo D and each two rank orderings iT, j1 on D:
J;~p~PO(R(D, ir)) = Jc~~~PO(n(D, ji.) )
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Consider the cpo D = {1.., 6, 6,0 where 1.. ~ ~l, ~2 ~ ~ and ~l Il ~2, 6 Il ~l.
Then (7l'n), (J.ln) are rank orderings on D where 7l'n = J.ln = idD for n ~ 2 and
{ ~
~l
",= 1..
Tl = 6
Tl = 6 or Tl = ~ {
1.. : ",=1..
J.ll(TI) = ~l: Tl =~.l
6 : Tl = 6 or TI = ~
Then 6 and ~ are incomparible in n(D, iT) but 6 ~~in n(D, j1). Hence
Contradiction.
Hence using the idea to go the opposite way in the proof of Theorem 4, i.e. going from
complete ultrametric spaces to complete rank orderings to rank ordered cpo's and then
to cpo's, fails. At this moment we have no idea how a given metric domain equation can
be lifted to a eorresponding domain equation for epo's.
In Theorem 1-5 we cannot deal with powerdomain construetions like PPlotkin(-) or Pclosed(-)
(where PPlotkin(-) denotes the Plotkin powerdomain of (.) and Pclosed(AI) the eolleetion of
elosed subsets of ametrie spaee 1'v1) or with function spaee funetors like
(which means the eolleetion of all non-distanee-inereasing funetions from the metric spaee
ivI[ into the metrie spaee A12) or
(which means the eo11ection of a11continuous functions from the epo D1 into the epo D2).
The reason is that the underlying set of the image F(A) of an objeet A under such functors
F depends on the underlying partial order resp. metrie and not only on the underlying
set 7(A). This implies that there does not exist an endofunctor K. of a suitable eategory
of sets such that K. 0 7 = 70 F (where 7 means the forgetful funetor). Le. domain
equations envolving powerdomain or function spaee eonstruetions like PPlotkin, Pclosed,
-+ndi, -+cont violate our assumption that the domain equations under eonsideration arise
by lifting a domain equation for sets. It is an open question whether a suitable notion of
the eorrespondenee for domain equations of the form
resp.
ean be found where (}, 1i resp. (}.i, Ni induees eompatible domain equations (in our or in
sorne other sense). Here Pcpo (.) resp. Pcms (.) means a suitable powerdornain eonstruetion
in the partial order rsp. metrie setting, -+cpo resp. -+crns a suitable function spaee
construetion for epo's resp. cornplete metrie spaees.
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A Formal definitions of the functors in section 5
In what follows C is one of the categories CPO.L, CMS, CMS*, SET or SET*, 0 and U C-objects
and I : 0 -+ U a C-morphism. id meanS the identity on C, Le. id(O) = 0 and id(J) = I. If M
is one of the categories CMS or CUM; and c areal number with 0 < c :::;1 then idc : M -+ M is
given by: idc(M, d) = (M, c. d), idc(J) = f. If Ais a fixed object in C then constA(O) = A,
constA(J) = idA. If X is a set and F : C -+ C a functor then: X -+ F = Cl 0 F where
CI : C -+ Cis given by:
CI«~)) = X -t 0, CI(J) = Acp.(J 0 cp)
Here X -+ 0 means the set of functions from X into the underlying set of O. In the pointed
case the function A~. ~o is the basis point of X -+ 0 where ~o is the basis point of O. The
partial order ~' on X -+ (D,~) is given by:
c' ./.cp _ 'f'
The metric d' on X -+ (M, d) is given by:
d( cp, 1/;) = sup { d( cp(~), 1/;(0) : ~ EX}.
If X is a set and F: C -+ C a functor then: X i8l F = C2 0 F where C2 : C -+ C is given by:
where l:tJ means disjoint union. In the pointed case 1. is the basis point. Ix is given by:
Ix: ({1.} l:tJ X x 0) -t ({1.} l:tJ X x U)
where
if 1] = 1.
if 1] = < a, ~>.
The partial order ~' on c2(D,~) is:
c' ,p - p (p = 1.) V (p = < a, ~> 1\ pi = < a, e > 1\ ~ ~ e ).
The metric d' on c2(M, d) is: d'(1., 1.) = 0 and d'(1.,p) = d'(p, 1.) = 1 if p ~ 1. and
{
(li(~,1])
d'«a,~>,<ß,q» =
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if a = ß
otherwise.
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Let :Fl,:F2 :C ~ C be functors. Then: :F[ x:F2 = £30 (:F[,:F2) where £3: C x C ~ C is given
by:
£3(f[,12) =![ x 12 = )..(~,1]).(ft(O, 12(1]))
In t.he pointed case (~[,O, 6,0) is the basis point of 0 [ x 02 where ~i,O is the basis point. of Oi.
The partial order on (Dl, ~t} x (D2, ~2) is:
(~, 1]) ~ ((, 1]') ~ ~ ~[ ( 1\ 1] ~2 1]'
The metric d on (MI, dt} x (M2, d2) is:
Let :F[,:F2 :C ~ C be functors. Then: :Fl EB:F2 = £40 (:Fl,:F2) where £4: C x C ~ C is given
by:
£4(fl,12) = ft EB 12
where l:!:J means disjoint union and ..L is the basis point. If !i :Oi ~ Ui are morphisms in ethen
is defined by:
(fIEB 12)(0 = { ..L
!i(O
The part.ial order on (DI, ~t) EB (D2, ~2) is:
if ~ = ..L
if ~ E Di.
~ ~ 1] ~ ~ =..L V (~, 1]E Di 1\ ~ ~i 1]).
The metric on (MI, dt) EB (M2, d2):
d(~, 1]) =
di(~, 1])
o
if ~,1]E Mi
if ~ = 1] = ..L
r~
•
1 otherwise.
The same notations are used to denote the induced functors
:FE : CE 4- CE, FE(O) = F(O), FE( < e, C » = < F(e), F(c) >
E.g. X @ FE = (X @ F)E. If Fi : CE 4- CE are functors then Fl 4-E F2 : CE 4- CE is given
by:
Fl 4-E F2 = £S 0 (F[, :F2)
where £s :C x C 4- C is given by:
Here O[ 4- 02 means the set of functions Al 4- A2 where Ai is the underlying set oE Oi. In the
pointed case < )..<p.)..~.6,)..'ljJ.)..1].~[ > is the basis point where ~i is the basis point oE 0;.
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